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ULTRARELATIVISTIC NUCLEI IN A CRYSTAL CHANNEL:COULOMB SCATTERING, COHERENCE, AND ABSORPTIONV. R. Zoller *Institute for Theoretial and Experimental Physis117218, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 12 May 2004We inorporate the e�et of lattie thermal vibrations into the Glauber-theory desription of partile and nuleus�rystal Coulomb interations at high energy. We show that taking the lattie thermal vibrations into aountprodues a strong absorption e�et: the phase shift funtion of the multiple-di�ration sattering on a hainof N idential atoms aquires a large imaginary part and the radius of the absorption region in the impatparameter plane grows logarithmially with N . Consequenes of this observation for the elasti and quasielastiCoulomb sattering are disussed. The pratially interesting example of the oherent Coulomb exitation ofultrarelativisti partiles and nulei passing through a rystal is onsidered in detail.PACS: 25.75.-q 1. INTRODUCTIONIn this paper, we develop the desription of the ab-sorption phenomenon in oherent partile and nuleus�rystal Coulomb interations at high energy in theGlauber theory framework [1℄.As is well known, multi-loop orretions generatean imaginary part of the sattering amplitude even ifthe tree-level amplitude is purely real. For example, thepurely real Born amplitude of the high-energy Coulombsattering in a rystal aquires an imaginary part dueto the multiple sattering (MS) e�ets. However, in thewidely used stati/frozen lattie approximation (SL ap-proximation), the aount of resatterings alters onlythe overall real phase of the full amplitude, thus pro-duing no absorption e�et. The latter is related tothe reation and annihilation of exited intermediatestates of the rystal and as suh manifests itself onlybeyond the SL approximation (see [2℄ for the analysis ofelasti sattering based on the SL approximation). In-deed, the amplitude of small-angle elasti sattering ona hain of N idential atoms in the impat parameterrepresentation is equal to1� hS(b)i;*E-mail: zoller�itep.ru

where the sattering matrix plaed between the groundstates of the rystal ishS(b)i = hexp[i�(b)℄i;with the purely real phase shift funtion�(b) = NXj=1 �j(b):In the SL approximation,hexp[i�(b)℄i � exp[i�(b)℄:In general, therefore, the Coulomb phase shift funtionaquires a nonvanishing imaginary part, whih is in-terpreted as an absorption e�et, only with the lattiethermal vibrations taken into aount. The imaginarypart appears only as a seond-order perturbation,� i2 [h�2i � h�i2℄:But the strength of the e�et is proportional to �2N ,where � is the oupling onstant. For the oherentsattering of relativisti nulei (the eletri harge Z1)on the hain of N atoms (the atomi number Z2) in arystal, the e�etive oupling� = 2�Z1Z2907



V. R. Zoller ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 126, âûï. 4 (10), 2004is strong and the absorption e�et is also strong. Theabsorption is strong for the impat parameters b smallerthan some harateristi valueba / log(�N)and vanishes toward the region of larger b. This phe-nomenon provides a natural ultraviolet regulator of thetheory and enables, in partiular, onsistent alulationof the oherent elasti sattering ross setion. The lat-ter is alulated and turns out to be equal to half thetotal ross setion. As we see in what follows, the ab-sorption e�et is also of prime importane for quantita-tive understanding of the phenomenon of the oherentCoulomb exitation of relativisti partiles and nuleipassing through a rystal. A onsistent desription ofthis phenomenon is the goal of our paper.The outline of the paper is as follows. We start withthe well-known example of the oherent Coulomb elas-ti sattering of harged partile/nuleus by a linearhain of N idential atoms in a rystal target (Se. 2).In Se. 3, we derive the sattering matrix with absorp-tion and alulate the ross setion �el of the oherentelasti sattering and the ross setion �Qel of the in-oherent exitation and break-up of the target. Thenwe �nd that in the large-N limit,�el � �Qel � 12�tot:In Se. 4, we disuss the oherent Coulomb exitationof ultrarelativisti partiles and nulei passing throughthe rystal to the lowest order of perturbation theory.The higher-order e�ets are onsidered in Se. 5, wherethe ross setion of the proess is alulated. We �nallyonlude with a brief summary in Se. 6.2. COHERENT ELASTIC SCATTERING ANDABSORPTIONThe interatomi distanes in a rystal, a, are largeompared to the Thomas�Fermi sreening radius r0,a � 3�5 Å� r0 = rBZ�1=32 � 0:1 Å;where Z2 is the atomi number of the target atom andrB is the Bohr radius [3℄. The relevant impat parame-ters b satisfy the ondition b� a and the amplitudes ofsattering by di�erent atomi hains parallel to a givenrystallographi axis are inoherent.The amplitude of small-angle sattering of aharged partile (harge Z1) by a linear hain of Nidential atoms in the eikonal approximation is givenby [1℄

Ffi(q) = ip2� Z d2b exp(iq � b)�� h	f (frjg)j1� S(b; s1; : : : ; sA)j	i(frjg)i; (1)where 	i and 	f are the initial and �nal state wavefuntions of the rystal and q is the two-dimensionalvetor of the momentum transfer. The inident partilemomentum p is assumed to be large enough to satisfythe ondition of appliability of the straight-paths ap-proximation, p=q2 � aN . The latter ondition ensuresthe oherene of interations with di�erent atoms.The elasti sattering orresponds to i = f and thebrakets h i signify that the average is to be taken overall on�gurations of atoms in the ground state,h	(frjg)j1� S(b; s1; : : : ; sN)j	(frjg)i == Z d3r1 : : : d3rN j	(frjg)j2 �� 241� exp0�i NXj=1 �(�jb� sj j)1A35 : (2)In (2), the total sattering phase is the sum of the phaseshifts ontributed by the individual atoms. The posi-tions of the N atoms that make up the target are de-�ned by the three-dimensional vetors rj , j = 1; : : : ; N .The two-dimensional vetors sj are the projetions ofthese vetors on the impat parameter plane. We ne-glet all position orrelations of the atoms and desribethe ground state of the rystal by the wave funtion j	isuh that j	(frjg)j2 = NYj=1 j (uj)j2 ; (3)where the three-dimensional vetors uj are de�ned byrj = (j � 1)a+ uj ; j = 1; : : : ; N; a = (0; 0; a)and uj = (sj ; zj).From Eq. (2), it follows thatFii(q) = F (q) == ipZ b db J0(qb)�1� hexp[i�(�b)℄iN	 : (4)Hereafter, J0;1(x) and K0;1(x) are the Bessel funtionsand the sreened Coulomb phase shift funtion is�(�b) = ��K0(�b) (5)with � = 2�Z1Z2; � = r�10 :908



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 126, âûï. 4 (10), 2004 Ultrarelativisti nulei in a rystal hannel : : :After integration over longitudinal variables fzjg fol-lowed by the azimuthal integration, the term hexp(i�)itakes the formhexp(i�)i = Z d2s �(s) exp[i�(�jb� sj)℄ == exp(�
2b2) 1Z0 dx exp(�x)�� I0(2b
px) exp[�i�K0(�px=
)℄: (6)The two-dimensional vetor s desribes the position ofthe target atom in the impat parameter plane. Theone-partile probability distribution �(s) is given by�(s) = Z dz j (s; z)j2 = (
2=�) exp ��
2s2� : (7)For the most ommonly studied elements at room tem-perature, the ratio �=
 varies in a wide range, from�=
 � 0:1 to �=
 � 1 [3℄. We �rst onsider the regionof small impat parameters inluding b . 1=
1). Forb . 1=2
, only small s, suh that �s . 1, ontribute.We an then set K0(�s) � log(1=�s)and integrate over s,hexp(i�)i � ��
�i� exp(�
2b2)�� 1Z0 dx xi�=2 exp(�x)I0(2b
px) == ��
�i� ��1 + i�2 ���� i�2 ; 1;�
2b2� ; (8)where �(a; b; z) = 1 + ab z1! + a(a+ 1)b(b+ 1) z22! + : : : (9)is the on�uent hypergeometri funtion and�(a; b; z) = exp(z)�(b� a; b;�z):From Eq. (8), it follows thatjhexp(i�)ijb=0 = � ��2 sh(��=2)�1=2 ; (10)1) We note that the smallness of the ratio r2A=u2 � 10�6�10�5,where rA is the nulear radius and u = 1=
 is the amplitude oflattie thermal vibrations, allows negleting the nulear intera-tions of the projetile up to N � 105. As we see in what follows,the absorption e�et in whih we are interested enters the gameat muh smaller N .
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�a bExample of the relevant multiple sattering diagramsto the order �3. The unitarity ut of the elasti am-plitude a that ontributes to the absorption is shownby rosses. Diagram b allows uts only between theprojetile-atom bloks and does not ontribute to theabsorption e�etwhere the identityj�(i�=2)j2 = 2�� sh(��=2) (11)has been used. In the weak oupling regime � � 1,jhexp(i�)ijb=0 � 1� 12(h�2i � h�i2)and h�2i � h�i2 = �2�224 : (12)For � & 1,jhexp(i�)ijb=0 �p�� exp(���=4): (13)Therefore, at small impat parameters b . 1=2
, theintensity of outgoing nulear waves as a funtion ofN exhibits the exponential attenuation. In terms ofthe unitarity uts of the elasti sattering amplitude,the imaginary part of the phase shift funtion omesfrom the uts through the multi-photon projetile-atombloks as shown in Fig. a. The aount of diagramslike that in Fig. b, whih allows uts only betweenprojetile-atom bloks, gives the sattering matrix ofthe form exp(iNh�i) and a�ets only the overall realphase of the amplitude.The absorption e�et beomes weaker toward theregion of large impat parameters b & 1=2
,jhexp(i�)ijN � jhexp(i�)ijNb=0 �� �1 + N�216 (
b)4 + : : : � : (14)For still larger b, b� 1=2
, using the asymptoti formI0(z) � (2�z)�1=2 exp(z);909



V. R. Zoller ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 126, âûï. 4 (10), 2004we obtainhexp(i�)i � 2
 Z s dsp�bs exp[�
2(b� s)2℄�� exp[i�(�s)℄: (15)To evaluate the integral in (15), we expand �(�s) inpowers of (s� b),�(�s) � �(�b) + !(s� b):If the frequeny !,! = d�db = ��K1(�b);is small ompared to 
,! � 
; (16)then h�2i � h�i2 = !22
2andhexp(i�)i � exp [i�� i!b℄��
 1Z0 s dsp�bs exp[�
2(b� s)2℄ exp[i!s℄ �� exp(i�) exp[�!2=4
2℄: (17)Condition (16) is satis�ed if b� �=
. For the impatparameters from the region�=
� b� 1=�;we an write ! � �=b; for larger b suh that b� ��1,! � ��r �2�b exp(��b): (18)From the onsideration presented above, it follows thatthe absorption e�et in the elasti sattering amplitudeis espeially strong for impat parametersb . ba = 12� log ��2�2N4
2 : (19)For b� ba, the atomi hain ats as an opaque �blak�dis. Certainly, the value of this �nding di�ers for dif-ferent observables and for di�erent proesses proeed-ing at di�erent impat parameters. The only thingwhih is worth notiing here is the representation ofthe sattering matrix in the formhS(b)i � exp�iN�� N!24
2 �; b� �
�1: (20)Equation (20) supplemented with the observation thathS(b)i � (��)N=2 exp��N��4 � ; b . 
�1; (21)simpli�es all further alulations greatly.

3. THE CROSS SECTIONS3.1. The elasti ross setionIntegrating by parts redues F (q) to the form on-venient for evaluation of the total ross setion,F (q) = ip�Nq 1Z0 b db J1(qb)hi�0 exp(i�)i �� hexp(i�)i(N�1): (22)At small impat parameters b� 1=2�,h�0 exp(i�)i � � ��
�i��1 exp(�
2b2)�� �� i� + 12 ��� i� + 12 ; 1; 
2b2� : (23)Beause of multiple satterings, only large impat pa-rameters b may ontribute to F (q) at large N andsmall q. Hene,F (q) � ip�Nq 1Z1=� b db J1(qb) �i�0 � !!0=2
2��� exp(iN�) exp(�N!2=4
2); (24)where the expliit form of hexp(i�)i at large b, Eq. (17),has been used. For large b,!2 / exp(�2�b);as b grows, !2 dereases muh faster than the phaseshift funtion �(�b), whih is proportional to exp(��b).We see that the leading ontribution to the elasti sat-tering amplitude (24) omes fromb � ��1� � ba;where � = log(�N):For large N , the seond term in the square braketsin (24) is small ompared to the �rst one. Then, forq . q0 = �=�and � � 1, the steepest desent from the saddle pointb0 = ��1[� + i�=2℄ (25)in Eq. (24) yieldsF (q) � ipb0q J1(qb0): (26)910



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 126, âûï. 4 (10), 2004 Ultrarelativisti nulei in a rystal hannel : : :The e�et of lattie thermal vibrations at small qappears to be marginal and redues to the fatorexp(�2=4
2N) in (26), whih is irrelevant at large N .The amplitude F (q) in Eq. (26) oinides with the elas-ti sattering amplitude given by the SL approxima-tion [2℄.If q & q0, the stationary phase approximation givesthe elasti sattering amplitude of the formF (q) � �ipp��q exp�� iq�� � exp�� q24
2N� ; (27)where � = log(��N=q)� 1:The aount of the lattie thermal vibrations ensuresthe onvergene of the integral for the oherent elastisattering ross setion,�el = �p2 Z dq2jF (q)j2 � ��2�2 q20Z0 dq2q2 J21 �q�� �++ ��2 1Zq20 dq2q2 log���Nq � exp�� q22
2N� ; (28)whih for � � 1 is simply�el � ��2 �2: (29)3.2. The quasielasti ross setionIn this paper, we fous on oherent nuleus�atominterations. The inoherent proess of ionization ofthe target atom is suppressed by the fator of the orderof Z�12 . Then the inelasti proess, whih by unitaritygives rise to attenuation of the elasti amplitude, is theproess of the quasielasti sattering (Fig. a). Its rosssetion is given by [1℄p2 d�Qeld2q =Xf jFfi(q)j2 � jFii(q)j2; (30)where the sum extends over all �nal states of the rys-tal in whih no partile prodution ours. The losurerelation then yieldsd�Qeld2q = 14�2 Z d2b d2b0 exp[iq(b� b0)℄�� �hexp[i�(�b)� i��(�b0)℄iN ��hexp[i�(�b)℄iN hexp[�i��(�b0)℄iN	 (31)and �Qel = Z d2bn1� jhexp[i�(�b)℄ij2No : (32)

In the SL approximation,jhexp[i�(�b)℄ij = 1and �Qel = 0:From (20) and the disussion of the absorption radiusba presented above, it follows that for � � 1,1� jhexp[i�(�b)℄ij2N � �(2ba � b) (33)and �Qel � �(2ba)2 � ��2 �2: (34)3.3. The total ross setionFrom Eq. (26), by means of the optial theorem, we�nd the total ross setion�tot = 4�p ImF (0) � 2��2 �2: (35)We therefore onlude that at high energy and in thelarge-N limit, �el � �Qel � 12�tot: (36)4. COULOMB EXCITATION OFULTRARELATIVISTIC PARTICLES ANDNUCLEI IN A CRYSTAL CHANNEL. THEEXCITATION CROSS SECTION TO THELOWEST ORDER. THE BORNAPPROXIMATIONWe now onsider the proess of the oherentCoulomb exitation of ultrarelativisti partiles and nu-lei passing through the rystal. This way of the ex-perimental study of rare proesses has been proposedin [4�10℄.An ultrarelativisti projetile nuleus (mass num-ber A, harge Z1, and 4-momentum p) moving along arystal axis undergoes a orrelated series of soft olli-sions that give rise to diagonal (A! A, A� ! A�) ando�-diagonal (A! A�, A� ! A) transitions.In [4; 5; 9℄, it has been proposed to study the ele-tri dipole transition in 19F, the exitation of thestate jJ� = 1=2�i from the ground state j1=2+i.The phenomenologial matrix element of the transition1=2+ ! 1=2� is [11℄M = 12d�u (p0)5 (q̂"̂� "̂q̂)u(p); (37)911



V. R. Zoller ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 126, âûï. 4 (10), 2004where u(p0) and u(p) are bispinors of the initial and�nal states of the projetile, d is the transition dipolemoment, and " is the photon polarization vetor. Thetransverse and longitudinal omponents of the 4-vetorp � p0 are denoted by q and �, respetively. In whatfollows, q = jqj. The only phenomenologial param-eter in the problem is the dipole moment d. Themeasured life-time of the 110 keV level 19F(1=2�) is� = (0:853 � 0:010) � 10�9 s [12℄; the dipole momentof the 1=2+ ! 1=2� transition, determined from thewidth of the level 19F(1=2�), is d � 5 �10�8 keV�1 [11℄.Then, �rst, beause of the large value of � , the deay ofthe exited state inside the target rystal an be safelynegleted and, seond, due to the smallness of d, theexitation amplitude is muh smaller than the elastiCoulomb amplitude for all q up to q � p4��Z1=d andan be onsidered a perturbation. Thus, the multi-hannel problem redues to the one-hannel one.The high-energy heliity-�ip Born amplitude of thetransition 1=2+ ! 1=2� in ollision of the projetilenuleus with N bound atoms in the rystal is given byFBex(q) = S(�) p2� g(� � q)q2 + �2 exp�� q24
2� ; (38)where � = (�1; �2; �3) is the Pauli spin vetor,f�i; �jg = 2Æij , and the amplitude we are onstrut-ing is to be regarded as an operator that transformsthe initial heliity state of the projetile into its �nalstate. In the denominator of Eq. (38), �2 = �2+�2. Inthe Glauber approximation, the longitudinal momen-tum transfer, whih determines the ohereny lengthl � ��1, is given by [13℄� = M�Ep ; (39)where M is the mass of the projetile and �E is theexitation energy2).In the �rst order in g, the struture fator of therystal is S(�) = exp �� �24
2 � sin(�Na=2)sin(�a=2) : (40)If the projetile momentum satis�es the resonane on-dition [4; 5; 7; 9℄M�Ep = 2�na ; n = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (41)2) The Fresnel orretions to the eikonal approximation, whihare negleted here, beome important at large N or at large q;they diminish the ohereny length and additionally suppress o-herent proesses [14℄.

then S(�) � N . In the �rst order in g and in the zerothorder in � (the Born approximation), the ross setionof the oherent exitation of the projetile in satteringon a hain of N atoms in a rystal is�Bex = �p2 Z dq2 jFBex(q)j2 �� g2N24� �log�1 + 2
2�2 �� 2
2�2 + 2
2 � ; (42)where g = p4��dZ2:The entral idea in [4�7; 9; 10℄, based on the Born ap-proximation, is that the transition rate an be en-haned substantially due to ohereny of interations,whih is assumed to sustain over the large-distanesale. The law �ex / N2 is expeted to hold up tothe rystal thiknesses N = L=a � 105�106 in a tung-sten target. In [10℄, the Born approximation for the o-herent exitation of �+ in high-energy proton�rystalinterations p ! �+ was assumed to be valid up toN � 108. However, the aount of the initial and �nalstate Coulomb interations dramatially hanges thedependene of �ex on N . For instane, at N = 2, theexitation amplitude is of the formF (2)ex (q) = p� Z d2b exp(iq � b)hfBex exp(i�)i �� hexp(i�)i: (43)The �rst of the two braketed fators in Eq. (43) or-responds to the nulear exitation amplitude in sat-tering on a bound atom. It di�ers from the exitationamplitude of the Born approximation, fBex(b), by phasefator that ours due to the initial and �nal state mul-tiple Coulomb sattering. At small impat parametersb . 1=2
,hfBex exp(i�)i � S(�) g2�b (� � nb)�� sh�12
2b2� exp��12
2b2� : (44)For large b,hfBex exp(i�)i = S(�) g4� Z d2s �(s)(� � (nb � ns))�� �K1(�jnb � nsj) exp [i� (�jnb � nsj)℄ �� S(�) g4� (� � nb)�K1(�b) exp(i�)�� exp�� !24
2� ; (45)912



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 126, âûï. 4 (10), 2004 Ultrarelativisti nulei in a rystal hannel : : :where nb = b=jbj, ns = s=jsj, and b & ��1. BeausejhfBex exp(i�)ij2 / 
2b2for small b and �bK21(�b) / exp(�2�b)for large impat parameters b & 1=�, the ross setion�(2)ex = Z d2b jhfBex exp(i�)ij2jhexp(i�)ij2 �� 4�(1)ex �1� !22
2� (46)is dominated by b � 1=2�. For the diamond rystal,�=
 � 0:16 [3℄. Hene,!22
2 � 2�2�2
2 � 120 :This estimate shows that even for the diamond rys-tal target, the Born approximation is invalid alreadyat N & 10.5. MULTIPLE SCATTERING EFFECTS ANDABSORPTION IN THE COHERENTCOULOMB EXCITATION PROCESSESThe transition amplitude on a hain of N identi-al atoms inluding all the multi-photon t-hannel ex-hanges is given byFex(q) = p� Z d2b exp(iq � b)hfBex exp(i�)i �� hexp(i�)iN�1: (47)Beause of both the multiple sattering e�et and ab-sorption, only large impat parameters b � ��1 mayontribute to Fex(q). Evaluation of Fex(q) then givesFex(q) � gp2�S(�)(� � nq) 1Z1=� b db J1(qb)�� �K1(�b) exp(iN�) exp(�N!2=4
2); (48)where nq = q=jqj. The ontribution of the domainq . q0 = �=� to the exitation ross setion an benegleted beause Fex / q in this region. If q � q0 and� � 1, the stationary phase approximation gives theoherent exitation amplitude of the formFex(q) � ipg(� � nq)2�� S(�)N ��p� exp (�Æ�)�� exp�� iq�� � exp�� q24
2N � : (49)

We see that the heliity-�ip dynamis removes the fa-tor 1=q from elasti amplitude (27), thus making theUV regularization of the exitation ross setion indis-pensable. This ross setion is evaluated as�ex = �p2 Z dq2 jFex(q)j2 �� g2N1�Æ8� C log�NÆ� ; (50)where C = ��2�(�);  = 2
2=�2�2;� = �=�; Æ = �� 1 � �2=2�2 � 1:In (50), we simply set S(�) = N . Thus, the aountof multiple satterings and absorption turns the Bornapproximation ross setion�ex / N2into �ex / N1�Æ logN:In the limit as p!1 and Æ ! 0,�ex � g2N8�  log�N � : (51)The dependene of �ex on N di�ers from that of thefully unitarized elasti ross setion,�el / log2N:The reason is that in �ex, we sum the eikonal diagramsto all orders in � but only to the �rst order in g. Suha unitarization proedure is, of ourse, inomplete, butthis is not important for pratial purposes beausethe smallness of d2
2 makes the next-to-leading-orderterms negligibly small up toN � �Z21=Æ
2d2 � 1012:6. SUMMARYThe main goal we pursued in this paper was a on-sistent desription of the oherent Coulomb exitationof ultrarelativisti partiles and nulei passing throughthe aligned rystal. We started with the disussion ofthe elasti sattering and found that the aount oflattie thermal vibrations within the Glauber multiple10 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 4 (10) 913



V. R. Zoller ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 126, âûï. 4 (10), 2004sattering theory gives rise to a strong absorption ef-fet. The radius of the absorption region in the impatparameter spae appeared to grow logarithmially asthe rystal thikness grows. We derived onvenient rep-resentation for the sattering matrix with absorptionand alulated the oherent elasti and the inoherentquasielasti ross setions. Suppression of satteringamplitudes in the absorption region was shown to serveas a natural UV regulator and to enable onsistentalulation of the ross setion �ex of the oherent nu-lear exitation. The dependene of �ex on the rystalthikness is found. The multiple sattering e�ets areshown to beome numerially important already atN & 1, thus leaving no room for the Born approxima-tion widely used in early analyses of the problem.The author thanks N. N. Nikolaev for useful om-ments. REFERENCES1. R. J. Glauber, in Letures in Theoretial Physis, ed.by W. E. Brittin et al., Intersiene Publishers, In.,New York (1959), vol. 1, p. 315.2. N. P. Kalashnikov, E. A. Koptelov, and M. I. Ryaza-nov, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 63, 1107 (1972); N. P. Ka-
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